Zwift Bulletin No 8
No longer on a Budget
I've now got a "Smart" trainer. So what changed my mind? I joined a group ride on Sunday
14 March that rode the Mega Pretzel route (115km: 1,674m elevation). Of the some 160
finishers I was the only one using a dumb/classic trainer! That, and the niggle that the power
interpretation by the game was inaccurate was beginning to bug me. Trainers were now re
appearing on retailers websites, so there was a choice after a winter of unavailability.
However, I went directly to the manufacturer. Although their website advised of a 7 to 10 day
delivery delay, the trainer was delivered 4 days after placing the order.
Will I be getting rid of my dumb trainer? Absolutely not
Will I retain the smart trainer packaging? Absolutely
Was the dumb trainer a waste of time? Absolutely not

Dumb Trainer vs Smart Trainer
The immediate difference is that I can now
keep up with the Coco Cadence bot.

kg) are Cat D: <2.4; C: 2.53.1; B: 3.23.9
and A: 4.0>

There are four bots that ride around the Zwift
Watopia routes for A,B,C and D category
riders.

Using the dumb trainer I could only keep up
with Coco for about ten minutes. On the
smart trainer I can keep up with him without
struggling. I'm still having to work quite hard
(Zone 3) but I can stick with it.

As a reminder the categories (in watts per
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Dumb (DT) vs Smart (ST) Trainer  cont'd

Classic/Dumb Trainer
The above screenshots are summaries of
the same route using the Dumb Trainer (DT)
and, a week later, the Smart Trainer (ST).
I set out with the intention of riding at the
same intensity for both rides, but that was
impossible with the ST as the route went
from Downtown to the Radio Tower and
back! I set the trainer difficulty at 100% so
that 17% elevation felt like 17%.
Anyway, the point is to show how different
the power (white line) is between the two
rides, whereas average heart rate and
cadence are similar. (I had to work much
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Smart Trainer
harder uphill on the ST but less so downhill)
Notice the route was 10mins. quicker using
the ST. Specifically the segment "Epic KOM"
was just under 6 mins. quicker.
Despite this, as I said earlier, I have no
intention of getting rid of the DT  it has
served a useful purpose in that it has helped
me maintain fitness over winter and will be
brought back into use if necessary.
To summarise, during lockdown since the
beginning of November, Zwift has been a bit
of a lifesaver no matter what trainer.

Companion App

I feel slightly embarrased to admit it has
taken me five months to work out why the
map wasn't appearing at the start of a ride,
as the image above left.
It could be that I am running the App on an
obsolete tablet, but in case you have the
same issue here is the solution.
When you access the game on the device
running the game, the Companion App
automatically loads the game screen, as the
image above left.
Ken Miller
26 March 2021
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If the map isn't displaying, select the Zwifters
view on the Ring Menu and give any rider a
RideOn.
Moving back to the Map screen, the map
has been loaded, as the image above right.
(I took the above screenshots at the end of a
ride by exiting the game screen and
selecting another option. Moving back to the
game screen, the display reverted to the
blank map. Giving a RideOn loaded the
map)

